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The list

• Reaching chemical accuracy in large systems, multideterminants (too many?)  , AGP,  backflow 
not fully exploited yet.

• Use of Machine Learning technique to speedup calculation: predicting materials properties in 
silico

• Not only ground state but Excitations  properties 

• Dynamical correlations , e.g.  Dynamical structure factor for direct comparison with experiments

• Finite temperature extension, a few methods that work so far, fixed node within path integral is 
still an unsolved problem, apparently complex (non polynomial).

• exploiting GPU acceleration for large system calculation



DFT nodal surface error in G2 set calculations

N. Nemec, et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 132, 034111 (2010)]

Calculation specifics (Nemec et. al)...

➔ Trial WFs (Nodal surfaces!) from DFT

➔ VMC optimization of JF

➔ DMC calculation (nodal surface from DFT!)

Using nodal surfaces from DFT (Fixed node
approximation) MAD = 3.2 kcal/mol (Not
satisfactory!)

Chemical accuracies can't be achieved!

Slater Determinant limit!
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Possible solution to reach Chemical accuracy 

• Use several configurations  → it works (semistochastic 
method Y. Yan .. C. Umrigar JCP 153, 124157, 2020)  but difficult
for  large systems.   Any comment?

• TurboRVB choice, exploit all correlation from single determinant
/Pfaffian    (see tomorrow)

• Backflow correlation → almost exact solution of Jellium
electronic structure → CASINO implementation

No success so far, improved total energy but not energy differences 



Machine Learning (ML) and Quantum Monte Carlo

There are two possible branches of applications of ML:
• Definition of systematically improvable Wf’s 

(Carleo, Science 2017).  Any comment?
• Definition of accurate ab-initio (not empirical!)  force-field

classical potential for BO-energy surface with QMC target
chemical (TREX) accuracy



Second path perspective….

Would you go in a plane super high-tech build with a new material
developed with a DFT based calculation using a new  
superaccurate functional?  (Burke, 2000)

If ML+QMC will work the choice will be between a ML potential
trained with QMC or DFT. Not only QMC fans  will choose the best 😉

What?



Perspectives in astrophysics and cosmology

When experiments cannot bbe done easily 

Image of Jupiter from recent Juno mission (NASA)→

In  the inner core of Jupiter pressures> 106 bar  and T>2000K!!!



Dynamical correlation and excitations

In lattice models is quite popular to have access to dynamical 
correlations by means of projection of  

Access to dynamical VMC-approximated correlation functions, such 
as the dynamical structure factor S(q,ω)  

Direct comparison with experiments, but so far no generalization to
realistic calculation has been attempted. Worth  to try… 



Finite temperature calculations

Finite temperature extension of the fixed node is old (Ceperley …)
but has been abandoned by the same author (CEICM).

At  present we can deal with finite temperature nuclear effects within
the  BO approximation. But no way  to estimate electronic entropy…
This problem has no efficient solution (so far) not even in lattice models. 

It  is worth to think about that, as experiment are always finite T



Exploiting  new advances in HPC (GPU et al.)

The lucky period for us is that QMC can exploit the superfast 
supercomputers and  DFT can not,  at least  efficiently…

Though our community is rather small, we have now the chance 
to acquire more visibility and much more impact.

Let’s  work on that….


